Create and add your research outputs to ResearcherID

Create a ResearcherID profile and show your whole of career research publications. Publications indexed via Web of Science Core Collection can be tracked for citation counts, h-index, total times cited, and average cites per article.

Check to see if you have a ResearcherID

- Connect via www.researcherid.com
- Go to Search, and search for your name
- If your name shows, check your profile and publications and update if needed – see below. If you have a ResearcherID from a previous affiliation, login and change the affiliation

Create a ResearcherID

- Tip – watch the Creating a ResearcherID video before you start, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOhZvQ7YHoY#t=65
- From ResearcherID Home, go to Join now
- Complete the form. It will check whether a ResearcherID account had been created for you using your UniSA email address. In May 2013 the UniSA Library created ResearcherID profiles on behalf of Academic staff. When you register, it may indicate that you already have an account so follow the link to login. Some fields will be pre-populated
- If you have forgotten your password, use the Forgot Password link. If you already have a Web of Science or EndNote account use that password
- If completing the Registration form for the first time, ensure you enter University of South Australia as the Institution.

ORCID – associate with ResearcherID

- You will be asked if you want to associate an ORCID ID with your ResearcherID account - click Remind me later. Associating your ORCID with ResearcherID is covered in a separate Research Quick Guide.

To add or update your publication list

- Tip – watch the Adding and editing publications video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yta27kcPq1M#t=44
- Login to your account
- In the left hand frame, under My Publications, select Add
- Using Option 1, select Search Web of Science Core Collection
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To add or update your publication list (cont)

- Your name will display. Ensure the First initial includes the first letter of your first name, and add *, eg P*
- If you retrieve a lot of results, in the Address field add univs australia, and/or use the Publication year to limit to the required years, eg 2013-2015, then Search
- Tick the box next to your publications, then Add. If there is a red tick next to a publication, it is already in your publications list
- If your publications are not found, you can upload them via EndNote, or as a RIS file. Publications found in Scopus can be added via the RIS option, (in Scopus, select the record > choose RIS export > RIS Format > Citation information only), but no citation counts will be recorded
- Return to My Researcher Profile. You can sort by times cited, or publication year.

Make your publication list and/or citation metrics visible to the world

- Login to your account
- Select Manage Profile
- Select Publication List tab
- In the Display List in Profile column, tick the box for Public (Master) so your publications will display
- In the Citation Metrics column, tick the box for Public, and Submit Changes on Page) so your metrics will display.

Contact your Academic Library team to have your ResearcherID badge added to your staff home page

ResearcherIDs should be:

- listed in your Academic Staff Activity Report
- linked from your UniSA homepage
- integrated with your ORCID profile

If your ResearcherID is missing from your Academic Staff Activity Report or homepage, or you would like assistance to request corrections or integrate with ORCID, contact Ask the Library to make an appointment with your Academic Library team.

Contact Ask the Library for further information or assistance

Library Home Page > Ask the Library